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Dear colleagues,
Bena r d Ba ruch wa s a

successful businessman and
presidential advisor for Woodrow
Wilson and Franklin Roosevelt who
is most well know for coining the term “Cold War”
back in 1947. But he also once said, “To me, old age is always 15 years older
than I am.” It’s a poignant statement because we often think about the words “young,” “middle
age,” and “old” in relation to our own age. When we are children, everyone seems “old” to us.
However, when you celebrate your 85th birthday, I’d venture to say that 100 would be your “new
old.” Whether you consider old to be 60 or 100, the fact of the matter is that seniors are the fastest
growing demographic in the world, and we need to make sure they are being heard. On pages 6 and
7, we take a look at marketing to seniors and offer some insight into what makes this demographic
group unique.
In addition, on pages 10 to 13, we examine health care and the economy, and the impact it can
have on your marketing strategy. During these tough economic times, it’s important to get the
most bang for your advertising buck, and I hope you find the article informative and interesting.
Keep in mind that if you see an article in this issue of CPR—or if there is any part of your custom
publication that you would like more individual copies of—we have the ability to reprint the story
for you. You can keep reprints available in your hospital lobby, place them in physician offices,
or leave a stack at your local community center. For more information on how reprints can help
fulfill your marketing needs, contact Publisher Jason Skinner at (800) 624-7496 or jason.skinner@
cprmagazine.com.
Enjoy another information-packed issue of CPR. Please feel free to contact me with any
comments or questions or to suggest future article ideas: david.mcdonald@truenorthcustom.com.
Sincerely,

James M. Goss
Vice-President, Public Relations & Marketing
CentraState Healthcare System
David Jarrard
Jarrard Phillips Cate & Hancock, Inc.
Michelle Schaper
Senior Public Relations & Marketing
Associate, Provena Health

David McDonald
CEO
True North Custom Publishing

Members of:

Copyright ©2009 True North Custom Publishing, LLC. All Rights Reserved. Custom Publishing Review is published Bimonthly by TRUE NORTH Custom publishing, LLC,
735 Broad street, suite 708, chattanooga, tn 37402. Postmaster: Send changes of address to Custom Publishing Review, P.O. Box 4449, chattanooga, TN 37402.
TRUE NORTH custom publishing is not responsible for any claims made by any advertising appearing in custom publishing review. Direct editorial
correspondence to editor: Custom Publishing Review, 735 Broad Street, suite 708, Chattanooga, TN 37402; for return, enclose a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. All material submitted to Custom Publishing Review becomes the property of Custom Publishing Review magazine. No portion of this magazine may
be reproduced in whole or in part without written consent of True North Custom Publishing, llc. Call (800) 624-7496 for more information.
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Service Line Marketing Series Part 4:

Marketing to Today’s

Savvy Seniors
By Erin Wallace

In previous issues of CPR, we’ve examined the benefits of having a service-line marketing strategy
geared toward cardiac care, orthopedics, and women’s services. Now, we’ll get tips from the
marketing director at University of Miami Hospital on how he speaks to Miami’s senior audience.

Ceda r s M edica l
Cen t er was recently acquired

by the University of Miami,
which transformed the hospital
from a for-profit community
hospital into a university-based,
leading-edge medical center that
provides exceptional care across
all service lines.
Stephen Cabeza, director
of marketing and public
relations at University of Miami
Hospital, has been tasked with
not only creating marketing
strategies that will reach across
Miami’s diverse culture but also
assisting efforts to grow the
University of Miami Hospital’s
brand identity.
“Any time a facility is
purchased, you have to contend
with historical bias while at the
same time effectively educating
and informing the community
about who you are and what
you do now,” says Cabeza.
“Because so much of what we’re
doing here are breakthrough
procedures and treatments
powered by the Miller School of
Medicine, the senior audience
is one that we must make
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absolutely sure we are reaching
in an effective manner.”
About Those
Marketing Efforts…

Marketers live in a world that
is both limited and unlimited.
While there are an untold
number of media and methods
with which to get your message
across, traditionally, marketing
departments often face a
shortage of resources.
“I know of few health systems
with unlimited resources—
whether it’s time, money, staff,
or any other factor—therefore
it doesn’t always make good
financial sense to speak just to
seniors,” says Cabeza. “In light
of that, when I’m focusing on
marketing to seniors, I select
media that have both a broad
appeal and will individually
appeal to the senior population
and their caregivers.”
When thinking about what
forms of marketing appeals
most to seniors, Cabeza believes
strongly in custom publishing.
“Seniors like to read and
statistically save reading

materials longer than other
demographic segments do,” says
Cabeza. “Constructing your
own custom magazine allows
you to choose the content,
amount of white space, the font,
and to deliver your marketing
messages in an editorial
environment that is more
credible and gives you enough
space to tell the whole story.”
While Cabeza prefers to
market service lines to specific
payer-mixes and demographics,
other tactics that hit home with
seniors include:
›› community newsletters
›› neighborhood periodicals
›› seminars and special events
“Everything must work in
concert,” says Cabeza. “Here’s
an example: In January, there
was a ‘Your Health Day’ on
the Oprah Winfrey show.
That night, we had six of our
physicians lined up to appear
on our local CBS affiliate
that represented six of our

preeminent service lines,
including cardiology, bariatric
surgery, and dermatology.”
Physician Involvement

Physicians can have a
tremendous influence on
your marketing efforts. The
key elements of physician
involvement include the
generation of a buzz within
the physician community
and bringing them into the
marketing campaign.
“Physicians are another
marketing audience,” says
Cabeza. “Pleased physicians
who are well informed about
your facilities, capabilities,
and equipment, along with
happy patients, are the
best and most compelling
representatives for speaking
to any marketing audience.”
A positive buzz often
starts within the physician
community, as physicians
can often influence both
seniors and their baby
boomer children who may
be participating in their
parents’ health care.

“Seniors today think differently, are more sophisticated,
and have different needs relative to my grandparents.
Today’s seniors—much like Baby Boomers and Gen Xers—are
often extremely well versed in using the Internet, which
makes it an invaluable facet of any marketing campaign.”
—Stephen Cabeza, director of marketing and public relations at University of Miami Hospital

Logos to follow
from Cabeza

Logos to follow
from Cabeza

A Closer Look
at University of
Miami Hospital

At The End of The Day

There are multiple methods of
marketing to seniors. Hospitals
and marketers with the resources
can choose to launch marketing
campaigns aimed at the senior
population. But even facilities
with funds that are somewhat
less than unlimited can still
effectively speak to seniors.
“By broadening marketing
efforts to include physicians and
everyone in the community, we
can capitalize on everything

coming together and creating
this synergy,” says Cabeza.
“Seniors are just like everyone
else who read magazines, watch
television, or use the Internet
to find information about
specific surgeons, procedures,
or hospitals.”
A well-rounded marketing
campaign that takes advantage
of many strategies—including
marketing in a variety of media,
public relations, community outreach, education programs, and

a solid Internet presence—will
help get the word out about any
service lines marketed to seniors.
“The start of any wellexecuted marketing effort
should be a discussion about
what demographic(s) should be
most moved to action by your
campaign,” says Cabeza. “By
marketing your successes in a
particular service line, you can
draw in your target audience—
whether that’s seniors or anyone
else in your community.”

University of Miami Hospital
is the flagship hospital of the
University of Miami Health
System. As part of UHealth,
the region’s only universitybased health system, patients
benefit from the latest
advances in patient care,
research, and education
developed at the Leonard M.
Miller School of Medicine.
UHealth also includes Bascom
Palmer Eye Institute (the top eye
hospital in the United States for
the last four years according
to U.S. News & World Report)
and Sylvester Comprehensive
Cancer Center, as well as more
than two dozen outpatient
facilities throughout MiamiDade, Broward, Palm Beach,
and Collier counties. Those
neighborhood locations include
treatment facilities, diagnostic
centers, and a number of
specialty practice groups.
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Seniors
{

H i t t i n g T h e T a r g e t

}

A n Un ta p pe d D e m o g ra p hic
By Elizabeth Stinchfield-Hixson

According to the U.S.
Census Bureau, seniors
constitute the fastestgrowing demographic in
America with more than 38
million current members.
That number is expected
to reach more than 86
million by 2050. Yet, many
marketers ignore the senior
demographic. How can
healthcare marketers tap
into this overlooked group?
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In t he pa st, some people may have thought of seniors as those

who go straight from their career into an assisted-living facility.
However, thanks in large part to leading-edge medical technology,
including orthopedic advancements and cardiac care, seniors are
staying independent and active much longer.
Know Your Market

Seniors are part of a multi-segmented age group, each with its own
wants and needs. It is important for healthcare marketers to ask
themselves, “What segmented group would I like my marketing
strategy to hit?” Those in their late 50s who may still be working
and have children in college? Those in their 60s, who may be close
to retirement? Or those in their 70s, 80s, and beyond who may be
retired and need assisted living?
“The senior population is only growing, which places a
responsibility on healthcare marketers to become more
knowledgeable on what their demographic needs are in term of
health care and resources,” says Meghan Stancil, publisher at True
North. “When healthcare marketers sharpen their marketing
methods by tying into this demographic, the return on investment
can be greatly enhanced.”
Effective Ways to Target Seniors

The following are some of the most effective ways to reach the
senior demographic.
›› Magazines. Seniors love to read. By creating print publications
dedicated to senior health concerns like heart health, dementia,
and balance needs, as well as interests including yoga, gardening,
and crossword puzzles, you can help promote senior health and
your senior-specific services.

›› Radio ads. Seniors make up a loyal group of radio listeners.
Physicians who have radio spots or their own call-in shows bring
more credibility to their facilities.
›› Internet—More than 34 percent of adults over the age of 65 use
the Internet. As younger generations continue to mature, online
publications will only increase in popularity, and it is important
to stay ahead of the curve, especially when it comes to marketing.
“Print and Internet publications work well as a married, costeffective venture when marketing to seniors because they feed
off each other,” Stancil says. “By joining these two market tools
together, marketers can inform readers about their senior-specific
programs, encourage seniors to stay active both physically and
mentally through exercises and games, and provide helpful
information about senior health care.”
The Evidence

Keep these facts—courtesy of the U.S. Census Bureau—in the back
of your mind when you are planning your next marketing campaign.
›› Seniors control more than 70 percent of all disposable income
with $1.6 trillion in spending power with more than $1 trillion of
that spend on goods and services.
›› Seniors purchase 74 percent of all prescriptions.
›› Seniors spend more than $7 billion online.
›› Seniors have a cumulative household value of $19 trillion.

Becoming FRIENDS with Seniors
True North works with many hospitals throughout the country in marketing efforts geared toward seniors.
“Content that is directed toward
the middle-age consumer or
younger isn’t necessarily relevant to
seniors anymore, particularly when
it comes to their health,” says
XXXXXX “We do a lot of research
to determine the specific issues
seniors face as they grow older and
how to make the aging process
easier and more comfortable for
them.”
Part of this involves staying
abreast of new medical
developments and keeping
seniors informed about what
options are available to help them
live longer, happier lives. For
example, the longer seniors live,

the more loss they experience in
terms of their loved ones, which
can lead to depression. Many
of our publications promote the
importance of staying active to
improve both mental and physical
health. We also include seniorspecific topics, including meeting
new friends and finances.

LifePoint Hospitals
Fourteen LifePoint Hospitals
across the country have active
Senior Friends chapters, which is
a program designed to meet the
unique healthcare needs of people
ages 50 and older.
“To meet the marketing needs

of LifePoint, True North publishes
Friends magazine—a 20-page,
quarterly publication geared
toward Senior Friends members,”
says XXXXXXXX. “Senior Friends
members receive a number of
benefits, including discounts from
major national retailers, hotels, etc.
Becoming a Senior Friends member
means taking an active stance on
your health, and Friends magazine
provides helpful information that
further encourages them to be
proactive about their health.”
Friends is a an engaging
marketing tool because the whole
publication provides content that
is specifically relevant to seniors

and their current stage of life.
Along with articles on nutrition
and exercise, it promotes being
proactive about heart health and
diabetes prevention, both of which
become greater health threats as
people get older. Sidebars about
how various conditions affect
seniors specifically help ensure
seniors are educated and informed.
“It is essential to know the
interests of your target audience,
as well as keeping them informed
about ways to improve their health
and quality of life,” says XXXXXX.
“A healthcare publication provides
a great avenue to demonstrate a
knowledge of both.”
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Health Care &
the Economy:

What You

Need to Know
By Jennifer Cathey

It doesn’t take a seasoned economic analyst to figure out that the current
economic downturn is having a ripple effect across the American landscape,
reaching the wallets of people in communities all over the country. While
the state of the American economy is obvious, the impact it could have on
your marketing strategy isn’t.
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Because nav igating t he ins-and-outs of healthcare

A Two-Fold Problem

marketing can be difficult even during the best of times, it’s
important to have a solid, effective strategy in place to help your
facility succeed during the worst of times. If you’re out of ideas—or
not sure what the best direction is for your facility—CPR is happy
to offer you a crash course in surviving a difficult economy.

Unfortunately, in many cases patients may consider valuable
health screenings like mammograms or colonoscopies elective
procedures. While these screenings may not be elective to
remaining healthy in the long run, the expense can cause patients
to postpone them for the time being. Because these are preventive
procedures, people may opt to put the money they would’ve
invested in their health into their back accounts. Of course, this
could lead to potentially harmful conditions advancing without
medical treatment. When it finally is treated, the more advanced
stage of the illness requires expensive health care.
“Many of the people who are putting off these screenings may
have lost their employment—and their health coverage,” Marlowe
says. “Because American hospitals are dedicated to providing the
best care for people regardless of their financial circumstances,
facilities may find themselves absorbing the cost of expensive
medical care. The result may cut the profit margins even further.”
At this point, Marlowe cautions, much of this is speculation.
Facilities may be scaling back plans for growth, but most are
not cutting positions as of yet. Much of the actual impact of the
economic downturn depends on how quickly the country recovers
and what happens with the new presidential administration over
the coming weeks and months.

Look at the Big Picture

Wall Street and the Big Three aren’t the only industries seeing
the impact of an economic downturn. While it’s true that people
will always need the services of competent physicians and the
medical attention available at quality hospitals, they may not be
coming in the same numbers as they would during a prosperous
era. The result: a reduced profit margin for many facilities. This
means your facility has less funds to put into expansion projects
and community image projects because most hospitals operate on
a relatively slim profit margin—meaning there isn’t a great deal of
room between being in the red and being in the black.
“In general, hospitals are pulling back—cutting plans for
expansion projects and halting growth within their facilities,”
says David Marlowe, past president of the Society for Healthcare
Strategy & Market Development and principal of Strategic
Marketing Concepts. “The fact of the matter is that many people
do not seek health care in a timely manner during an economic
downturn. They may put off screenings. They may opt not to have
joint replacement surgery. While not a large percentage of the
services provided at hospitals, these elective procedures do make up
a large percentage of the revenue.”
Imagine this scenario: You’re a relatively healthy man in your 50s
with aching knees. Your physician recommends joint replacement
surgery in order to alleviate the symptoms. It’s an expensive
procedure—and you know it’s most certainly worthwhile. However,
you’re worried about the economic situation and the impact it’s
having on your retirement savings. Because you aren’t sure it’s wise
to undergo an expensive elective procedure, regardless of its value,
during hard times, you opt to put off the surgery for a few months.
After all, it seems like the economy should be on the upswing soon,
and the relatively short wait of a few months is nothing compared to
your financial peace of mind during uncertain times.
The result is that the hospital doesn’t get to perform the surgery
now. Naturally, this scenario is being played out on a larger scale at
many facilities because a large number of people are opting to put
off elective procedures until the economy improves.

Be Ahead of the Curve

Marketing and public relations budgets are among the first cuts
many hospitals make to their operating budgets. The results can be
decreased funding for your campaigns.
“During a prosperous time, healthcare marketers can focus on
rebranding campaigns and promoting a positive image among
members of the community—the money is available for those
campaigns,” Marlowe says. “Now, however, marketers need to
realize that the main goal of their marketing will be to drive
patients to the hospitals. Can you encourage 50 more people to
undergo elective procedures? Perhaps you can drive 100 more
patients through the door? Hospital CEOs will be expecting that
kind of hard data.”
While you may want to change the focus of your marketing
message, what you do not want to do is cease advertising
completely. Tools such as your custom publication are still valuable
to the community. In fact, some experts believe that companies
who continue aggressive advertising during economic downturns
can still experience growth.
In short, a smart healthcare marketer knows when to alter the
message—and that it’s absolutely vital to keep a presence in the
community. All it may take to convince a 64-year-old weekend
warrior that he may need to look into knee replacement surgery for
his joint pain is a well-crafted article in a custom publication or a
radio spot that speaks volumes.
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Proving Your Worth

The keywords for a healthcare marketer today are simple—be
proactive. The truth is, you don’t want to wait until your CEO
comes to you and asks about your current campaign.
“Marketers need to be careful they aren’t trying to launch a
sophisticated community awareness campaign at the same time
the hospital has opted not to continue an expansion project,”
Marlowe says. “It is vital that marketers do not seem out-of-touch
with what’s going on in the hospital. Some facilities are wondering
how they are going to make payroll in the future. The last thing a
marketer should do is to appear frivolous with their budget.”
What should a marketer do, then? It’s simple. Look at your
strategy and see ways to drive business to your facility. Put
together a presentation and ask for a meeting your with your CEO.
Show the people who control your budget just how important
and effective a targeted advertising campaign can be in driving
business to your facility even during an economic downturn.
“Your goal is to always seem ahead of the curve,” Marlowe
says. “You’ll look like a fiscally responsible asset to your facility—
someone who really knows their business—if you are the first
person to suggest targeting your marketing message toward
driving business to your facility.”
Is keeping your message relevant to the CEO of your hospital
during an economic downturn a difficult task? Yes. Is it
impossible? No. Start brainstorming possibilities today so you
aren’t worried about budget cuts tomorrow.

What the Future

conditions. The American
economy always bounces back.”

Is the economic downturn
as bleak as it looks?

Looking Ahead

Holds

“Many people in marketing
today don’t remember this, but
in the early 90s, many hospitals
were cutting marketing budgets
to make up for economic losses,”
David Marlowe, past president of
SHSMD and principal of Strategic
Marketing Concepts, says. “It is
important to remember that these
are not permanent economic
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Marlowe foresees several
possible scenarios involved in the
economic recovery of hospitals.
The first—and the ideal—is that
the economy recovers quickly over
the next few months. This means
that 2009 would be a much better
year for hospitals than 2008.
The second scenario is not
quite as ideal, but still leads to
hospitals receiving more business
in the long run. As people realize

the recession will last longer
than originally anticipated, they
may begin opting to undergo
elective procedures again. After
all, it’s one thing for people to
postpone undergoing a joint
replacement procedure or having a
colonoscopy for a few months. It’s
another entirely to think it would
be put off a procedure a year
or more. For some, it may mean
a decreased quality of life. For
others, it could be a serious risk to
their overall health. This scenario
sees an increase of people coming
back to hospitals and seeking

these procedures—probably
sometime in 2010 or early 2011.
“Regardless of what happens,
the coming years will see changes
in healthcare marketing,” Marlowe
says. “First, marketers will be
focused this next year on driving
business to their facility and
ensuring that as many people
as possible come through the
hospitals doors. Any complex
rebranding campaigns or revamps
of the hospital’s public image
should wait a few months to a
year. Don’t worry, though. There
will be time for it later.”

How to Survive—and Thrive—in Today’s
Economy
Never waste a downturn. This oft-repeated phrase rings more true
today than ever, as forward-thinking hospitals seek ways to gain market
share while short-sighted competitors scale back their marketing budgets.
[JS TO ADD STATS; SAVE SPACE FOR 200-WORD PIECE.]
Here are a few proven ways to take advantage of the opportunities
afforded by today’s economy.
Take a more targeted approach. Nothing cuts through the clutter like
a personalized message that engages your target audience. For example,
a fully custom publication provides relevant, local content that consumers
can’t find anywhere else.

Measure and report results. Whether it’s higher patient volume,
increased physician referrals, or enhanced brand awareness/loyalty, make
sure the impact of your marketing efforts can be illustrated.
Balance your media between the old and the new. Use the 80/20
rule by keeping the majority (about 80 percent) of your spending in
traditional media vehicles that have worked in the past, while investing
about 20 percent in new media vehicles such as e-mail marketing, social
networking, and others.

The AHA Speaks Out
Everyone has an opinion about the economic downturn—how long the situation will last, what
it will take to fix it, and how it’s going to impact people’s everyday lives and livelihood.
While listening to friends and
family talk about the situation is
interesting, it may not spur you
to action. However, when the
American Hospital Association
(AHA) speaks out, people listen.
On November 19, 2008, the AHA
released a report detailing how the
economic situation is impacting
hospitals. Naturally, these hardand-fast facts may be useful to you
when you’re strategizing how to
market your facility.
The report, which is based on
DATABANK information compiled
from more than 700 hospitals in 30
states, offers an in-depth look at
how America’s current situation is
impacting the healthcare industry—
America’s largest private employer.

A Glance at the Problem
If you don’t have time to read
anything else today, take these fast
facts from the AHA survey to heart.
›› As many as 30 percent of the
surveyed hospitals reported a
“moderate” to “significant”
drop in patients coming to the
facility for elective procedures.

›› Approximately 40 percent of the
hospitals included in the survey
reported a drop in overall admissions—including both elective procedures and general admissions.
›› Overall, uncompensated care
rose as much as 8 percent
between July 2008 and
September 2008.
›› In 2007, hospitals reported a
positive 6.1 percent growth during the third quarter. In the same
quarter of 2008, profits plummeted to a negative 1.6 percent.

Making Up for the Losses
Because of the projected
losses in revenue for 2008, many
of the hospitals included in the
survey are looking for ways to cut
expenditures. So far, hospitals have
considered a few possible avenues
for keeping their costs down.
Of the hospitals surveyed:
›› 60 percent were opting to cut
administrative expenditures.
›› 53 percent of facilities are
cutting staff members.
›› 27 percent of facilities were
reducing the services they offer.

The hospitals surveyed
in general were concerned
about the impact of their
financial health’s decline on the
economies of their communities
and are very concerned about
the drop in Medicare and
Medicaid expenditures.

Putting Off Big Plans
The economy may make
your friends and neighbors
reconsider putting in that new
swimming pool or buying
that dream home in a more
expensive neighborhood. It
may also be having a similar
impact on your hospital’s
plans for the future.
Hospitals who were planning
to borrow revenue in the coming
year are also rethinking their
previous strategies in order
to survive the coming credit
crunch. According to the AHA
survey, the average interest
many hospitals are paying on
borrowed funds has risen as
much as 15 percent in the third
quarter of 2008.

In order to compensate for
these changes, the survey found:
›› 56 percent of hospitals are
considering putting plans for
renovations on the backburner
until the economy improves.
›› 45 percent of facilities are
putting off the purchase of new
clinical equipment.
›› 39 percent are deciding
they can make do with
their existing information
technology a little longer.

Wrapping It Up
Ultimately, it seems that
many hospitals are making the
same choices individuals are
making in this difficult economy.
They’re looking for ways to cut
expenses where they can and
avoiding adding any unwanted
debt to their facility’s budget.
However, here’s the good news:
It’s generally agreed that the
U.S. economy is cyclical in nature
and will bounce back. Enduring
the current hardships can be a
true testament to your hospital’s
future longevity.
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SHSMD Seminars

Back by Popular Demand
Reserve the last week in April now to make sure you are in Chicago for two indispensable
educational seminar series designed specifically for hospital and health system professionals.

The Essentials

Raising the Bar

April 27–28
“The Essentials of
Healthcare Strategic
Planning”

April 29–May 1
“Raising the Bar in Healthcare
Marketing Performance”

April 27–29
“The Essentials of
Healthcare Marketing”
This series, focusing on
the core essentials of each
discipline, is for you if
you are:
›› new to healthcare
marketing, strategic
planning, or
communications/public
relations
›› an experienced healthcare
professional looking to get
up to speed in marketing,
strategic planning, or
communications/public
relations
›› a healthcare strategy
professional who wants
to brush up on core
competencies and tactics
›› a healthcare consultant
who wants to learn about
core strategies and tactics
in the healthcare strategy
professions

April 29–May 1
“Raising the Bar in Healthcare
Strategic Planning Performance”
April 29–May 1
“Raising the Bar in Healthcare
Communications and Public
Relations Performance”

NEW!

April 27–28
“The Essentials of
Healthcare Communications
and Public Relations”

This series is designed for midlevel professionals who have
mastered core competencies and
want to gain a deep strategic
understanding of current and
future trends, tactics, and tools.
Plan to attend if you are:
›› a professional who needs to
strengthen abilities and skills to
move up to the senior executive
team
›› newly promoted to your
organization’s senior executive
team
›› a department director or
senior professional who
knows marketing, strategic
planning, or communications/
public relations but is new to
healthcare
›› a consultant or supplier who
calls on senior-level healthcare
marketers
›› an alumnus of SHSMD’s
Essentials seminars who is ready
to master the next level
of competencies

Make plans today to be in Chicago in April for one of these seminars.
All seminars will be held at the Embassy Suites Chicago–Downtown/Lakefront hotel.

V i s i t w w w. s h s m d.o r g f o r m o r e i n f o r m at i o n a n d t o r e g i s t e r .

Happy Employees

=

Satisfied
Patients
By Thomas Crocker

It’s no secret that good employees are precious commodities who can
make or break your hospital or health system’s reputation through their
interaction with patients. Healthcare marketers and human resources officers
play important roles in creating healthy, pleasant work environments that
attract and retain quality personnel, and in this issue of CPR, we consider
three successful organizations that have a lot to say about how to create
a work environment that keeps employees—and patients—happy.
Du k e R a leigh Hospita l , Norman Regional Health System, and
CentraState Healthcare System each were recently named to Modern
Healthcare’s annual “100 Best Places to Work in Health Care”
list. Each hospital and health system earned this prestigious
recognition through a combination of hiring practices,
innovative employee programs, and encouragement and
implementation of employee feedback.
By considering each hospital and health system’s path to
employee satisfaction, you can gain valuable insight that
can be applied to your facility.

Duke Raleigh Hospital

Duke Raleigh Hospital is a 186-bed facility located in
North Raleigh, North Carolina. The hospital, a member
of Duke University Health System, strives to provide
extraordinary care in a variety of service lines, including
cardiovascular care, oncology, and orthopedics.

A
“ great environment makes people proud and happy
to come to work. Our employees are so pleased with
their workplace that many of them encourage their
friends and family members to apply here. We
work very hard to keep our employees engaged in
the mission of the health system.”
—Carolyn Shockey, MA, SPHR,
director of human resources at
Norman Regional Health System
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“Being named to the ‘100 Best Places to Work in Health Care’
list is truly an honor,” says Carla Parker Hollis, chief marketing
and planning officer at Duke Raleigh. “Our employees are the
most valuable part of our business, and this award means that we
are doing a good job of taking care of them. All of our employees
are responsible for the care of our patients in one way or another,
and it’s important that we offer them the very best environment in
which to provide care.”
Duke Raleigh sets a high standard for the caliber of individuals
it hires, and each new employee must demonstrate a willingness
to commit to the hospital’s mission, vision, and values before
being hired. During orientation, each new employee is educated
about his or her role in carrying out the hospital’s mission, and
once employees embark on their careers at Duke Raleigh, they are
presented with numerous training and development opportunities.
In addition to opportunities for professional growth, Duke
Raleigh seeks to encourage its employees in their pursuit of
personal health and wellness. The on-campus Duke Raleigh
Wellness Center offers discounted memberships to employees, and
the hospital cafeteria provides nutritious meal options to support
healthy lifestyles.
“We have employee teams that focus on improving the work
culture of our organization,” says Paige Humble, marketing/public

Norman Regional Health System

Norman Regional Health System provides health care to
residents of south central Oklahoma from a variety of locations,
including its main campus in the city of Norman. NRHS employs
more than 2,900 people.
“To be named one of the ‘100 Best Places to Work in Health
Care’ is a dream come true for all of us at Norman Regional,”
says Carolyn Shockey, MA, SPHR, director of human resources
at Norman Regional. “NRHS has worked hard to attain this
designation, and it’s due to the entire team’s engagement that so
many workplace improvements have been suggested, implemented,
and maintained.”
Norman Regional’s quest to improve employee satisfaction began
nine years ago, when all departments began holding meetings
with employees to share the results of the most recent employee
satisfaction survey and collect suggestions for ways to improve the
workplace experience. Employees participated in focus groups on
topics ranging from education opportunities to communication
from the administration. Following the meetings, Norman
Regional implemented more than 600 employee suggestions,
and the health system scored significantly higher in the next
year’s employee satisfaction survey. Refusing to rest on its laurels,
Norman Regional began the improvement process again, and since

“What sets us apart is that our employees genuinely care for one another, which is a byproduct of a pleasant work environment. Each day, our
employees bring to the workplace a positive attitude and an enjoyment of what they do, which is why our healthcare system excels in patient care.”
—Frances Keane, vice president of human resources at CentraState Healthcare System

relations specialist at Duke Raleigh. “The Duke Raleigh Rewards &
Recognition Team includes employees from departments across the
organization and is tasked with developing rewards and recognition
programs to benefit the workforce. The team coordinates annual
service initiatives, such as the Angel Tree to benefit the Boys and
Girls Clubs, as well as employee appreciation events each May. The
team also puts together the Champions of Service award program,
which annually recognizes the top one percent of employees who
embody the hospital’s values.”
The Diversity Leadership Team, another group comprised of
a cross-section of employees, is charged with strengthening the
hospital’s culture of respect and inclusion by hosting events that
highlight the diversity of the Duke Raleigh workforce. Book clubs
and other monthly events hosted by the team help employees stay
connected to one another.
To stay attuned to the pulse of employee life, Duke Raleigh
conducts an annual work culture survey to garner feedback from
employees about their work environment. Results of the survey—
which had a 96 percent participation rate in 2008—are shared with
employees and used to develop plans or programs that better meet
their needs.
“If employees know their contributions are valued, they will be
more motivated in the workplace,” says Hollis. “We closely monitor
patient satisfaction via patient satisfaction surveys, and many
patient comments highlight how the atmosphere of teamwork and
camaraderie positively affected their experiences.”
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2001, the health system has annually implemented between 400
and 600 employee suggestions.
Today, communication is a vital part of keeping employees happy,
whether it’s sharing benefit news through special “Understand Your
Benefits” e-mails or relaying special deals available to Norman
Regional employees at local retailers.
“In one year alone, we improved our employees’ opinions of
the benefit package by more than 40 percent by simply setting
aside a time for employees to talk to benefit specialists,” says
Shockey. “The public relations office sends out a number
of employee communications on a monthly basis, and our
employee Intranet allows access to a number of topics of
interest. We feel internal communication is key to the success
of our workplace culture.”
NRHS is particularly proud of the fact that employee referrals
are the main source of recruitment, a sign that current employees
are telling their friends and family to come on board. In addition,
higher-education facilities in the area are eager to send their
students to Norman Regional to gain work experience in the
healthcare industry.
“We recognize that employee morale affects performance and
interaction not only with patients, but with physicians, family
members, and other employees,” says Shockey. “We want our
employees to be proud of where they work, and we know that
pride will transfer into other aspects of their professional and
personal lives.”

CentraState Healthcare System

CentraState Healthcare System serves the residents of
Monmouth County in central New Jersey from several
locations, including CentraState Medical Center in
Freehold, a 271-bed acute care facility.
“We’re thrilled to be recognized as a great place to
work, but the things that set us apart and garnered this
recognition for us were initiatives that we’ve had in place
for several years,” says Frances Keane, vice president of
human resources at CentraState. “We’ve always sought
to meet the needs of our employees, and that attitude has
fostered a great team spirit at CentraState.”
One key to CentraState’s success in cultivating
a great workplace environment is its emphasis on
awards and recognition. Department leaders work
hard to recognize and reward valuable team members,
and if an individual is acknowledged by a patient for
exceptional service, he or she receives AwardPerqs™
points, which can be accumulated and used to
purchase items such as Macy’s gift cards or iPods®. A
patient or family member can recognize an employee
by expressing thanks or sharing a story about how an
employee provided exceptional care. Departments also
are recognized for high performance, with members
receiving gift baskets or a free lunch.
In addition, any employee can go online through the
patient relations department and issue an electronic
recognition card to another employee, and anyone
who gives or receives recognition is entered into an
AwardPerqs drawing.
Communication between workers and managers also
plays a vital role in CentraState’s success. Managers hold
regular staff meetings to relay news and information to
workers, and an open-door policy ensures that employees
are able to make themselves heard at every level of
leadership.
“I take pride in providing CentraState and our patients
with a workforce that’s consistent,” says Keane. “We have
a nurse retention rate of 85 percent, which truly reflects
how our employees feel about working here. I’ve always
known this was a great place to work, and it’s nice to
know that others share that sentiment.”
Leave Them Smiling

The case studies of Duke Raleigh, Norman Regional,
and CentraState share many common threads when
it comes to creating a great work environment for
employees. The most important, however, is a willingness
to listen to employees’ suggestions and implement the
ones that will create a better work culture. Spend some
time listening to and getting to know your employees,
and you’ll be staggered by their creativity and ingenuity.
When you put a smile on your employees’ faces, your
patients are bound to sit up and take notice.

“An important part of providing
extraordinary care is having
extraordinary people to provide
that care. A workplace that is
attractive to a high-caliber
workforce helps us carry out
our mission, as well as hire and
retain the very best people.”
—Paige Humble, marketing/public relations specialist at Duke Raleigh Hospital
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Coaching
Good Health
By David Martin
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Doctor s spen d cou n t less hours

counseling their patients on how they can appropriately
manage their medical conditions. Given the severity of
certain diagnoses, you would think that most patients
heed their physicians’ advice. However, as a longstanding
study of discharged hospital patients shows, less than half
follow instructions completely. It’s not hard to guess the
results: increased risk of recurrent medical complications and
an unnecessary spike in expenses.
To promote better member health and reduce preventable
medical expenditures, proactive payers are employing full-time
health coaches to encourage healthier practices for their members.
“Through our data analysis it was clear that several of our
members who have chronic conditions were not following clinical
practice guidelines,” says Trudy Perkins, LPN, CPHQ, quality
improvement manager at ADVANTAGE Health Solutions, Inc.
“If patients follow the recommended guidelines, they can enjoy an
increased quality of life and keep costs lower.”
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Patient Accountability

The patient benefits of a health coach are commonsensical.
Compare good health to an athlete, perhaps a basketball player. If
that player has a coach with him on a regular basis to instruct him
on proper shooting form, that player has an increased tendency
to remember all the fundamentals: elbow in, follow-through, etc.
Without that consistent coaching, the form will begin to deviate.
While it may be slow and unnoticeable at first, there is a good
chance it won’t take long before the player’s form deteriorates.
It’s the same with quality health
practices. When patients are getting
continuous reminders, they are
more likely to follow the “straight
and narrow.” However, here is the
disheartening part: The study
that showed discharged patients
not following doctors orders was
conducted between two and 10
days after release. It does not
take long to wander.

educators are either nurses or have attained degrees in public health
and are certified health education specialists (CHES).
Some organizations, such as Medica, a Minnesota-based payer,
require their coaches to attend additional training on how to
motivate patients.
“These health coaches must be qualified to speak to members
regarding health concerns,” says Perkins. “Their main job is to
ensure members are knowledgeable about their conditions, and that
they are following guidelines to stay as healthy as they can.”
There are those who are leery of the growing health coach
trend, of course. Critics complain that it is a sign of bureaucracy
overstepping its limits. Health privacy advocates claim the coaches
are encroaching on the personal life of patients. It is all a matter of
perspective, though, as Perkins points out.
“Our program is voluntary, and it was designed to give our
members better control of their health.”
To alleviate skepticism, it’s key to stress that the service is offered
for the benefit of the member. The member-coach conversations
that have proved most beneficial allow the patient to take the lead
in solving problems. Few patients enjoy a lecture.

An Answer to the Problem

ADVANTAGE Health Solutions, which
provides healthcare benefits and solutions to
large and small employers in Indiana, offers
the Care–ADVANTAGE program, targeting
members who have been identified as having one or more of six
chronic conditions: asthma, congestive heart failure, coronary
artery disease, diabetes, hypertension, and/or hypertension.
ADVANTAGE members who fall into these categories are sent
an assessment via the mail or online through a member portal.
When the members complete the assessment and return it, they are
automatically enrolled in Care–ADVANTAGE.
Based on assessment scores, enrollees are assigned a
“stratification level” that denotes the state of their medical
standing. ADVANTAGE sends enrollees information every
three months about their specific condition(s), and based on their
stratification levels, patients are contacted quarterly or biannually
to discuss medical concerns.
Care–ADVANTAGE refers to their health coaches as disease
management educators. When these coaches contact members,
they discuss any health concerns and also review claims to check
for any gaps. If gaps are discovered, a letter is sent to the member’s
primary care physician to let him or her know a screening or
procedure needs to be completed. Doctors also are provided annual
lists of their patients in Care–ADVANTAGE, as well as the clinical
practice guidelines used to create the program.
Health Coaches

A health coach must be an authority. These are not run-of-the-mill
customer service call centers. ADVANTAGE’s disease management

Thanks, Coach!

The greatest testaments to the success of coaching programs are
evident in through member satisfaction and member health. In
Medica’s initial test group of “high risk” patients, health coaching
saved an average of $300 a month per person. The difference,
according to a Medica representative, was the result of fewer
hospital and emergency room visits.
Care–ADVANTAGE is receiving good feedback from its
enrollees as well. Members who have completed the program’s
patient satisfaction survey have left encouraging remarks such as:
›› “Thanks for the information you sent me. It was good talking to
you on the phone.”
›› “I need help losing weight. I believe this will help with several of
my other conditions.”
›› “I am so happy I chose ADVANTAGE. I think it is the best
insurance I have ever had.”
Currently, many payer entities are providing the health coach
services, too. That could change in the future, though, as the health
coach trend grows.
Early results show that health coaches are successful. The focus
now is how to increase member participation in this voluntary
service. Care–ADVANTAGE offers co-pay reductions on routine
medications for qualified participants. This has resulted in more
member interest. However, it seems that the most attractive benefit
to such a program is increased health.
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Print and E-mail:

The Perfect Package
by Erich Gausch

Consumers increasingly insist on being able to access media when
and where they want, through any medium or device, and in
any context. Because they have a newfound control over their
information experiences, it’s important to utilize a mixed media
approach for your marketing plan.
T hin k of t hings that naturally go together—peanut butter

• Deep Versus Immediate

and jelly, wine and cheese, or coffee and morning meetings. When
it comes to healthcare marketing, two strategies go together equally
as well: print publications and e-mail newsletters (e-newsletters).
Consider the following:

Print publications provide great depth and volume. They are
excellent tools for gaining credibility and building customer loyalty.
Additionally, they are the most portable medium for many people
and provide an unparalleled level of reader fulfillment.
However, e-newsletters provide the same information in a quick,
compact manner. They allow the readers to choose what interests
them and get the same basic details right on their computer screens.

›› The magazine industry has seen a 53 percent expansion in
the amount of Web sites launched as a complement to print
publications during the past five years.

• Digital Versus Tangible

›› From 2007 to 2008 the number of digital initiatives launched to
complement print publications grew by 18 percent.
A Dynamic Duo

In this fast-paced electronic world, many magazine publishers have
considered shifting their readers and brands from print to online.
However, healthcare marketers should understand that successful
online publishing is entirely different from print magazine
publishing. As a result, marketers should consider the online
opportunity of e-newsletters as a partner for print publications.
When you begin publishing an e-newsletter, it can be very
enticing to think that it can replace your print publication. After
all, e-newsletters are more cost- effective since there are no printing
or mailing costs. However, it’s important to realize the strengths
that each different media tool holds and how a partnership between
the two packs a more powerful punch than just one or the other.
• High Cost, Low Frequency Versus Low Cost, High Frequency

E-newsletters are considerably less expensive to distribute
because there are no printing costs, which allows more leeway
in your content strategy. Unlike print, customizing content for
your readers is easy and inexpensive with e-mail. The speed of
distributing e-mail enables you to take advantage of opportunities
as they occur.
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As healthcare marketers, you know how easily e-mails can
be deleted accidentally or buried in your inbox. As a result, you
can’t always guarantee that the consumer will receive and read
your e-newsletter. It is estimated that the average person receives
anywhere from 50 to 100 emails every day. Additionally, opt-in
e-mail newsletters are seen in mailboxes by 100 percent of receivers,
but only 20 to 30 percent of these e-mails are actually opened.
On the other hand, research has shown that print publications
are likely to remain in consumers’ homes for months, may be read
on multiple occasions, and are often passed along to friends, family
members, and colleagues—enhancing reach exponentially.
• Measuring Clicks Versus Timely Surveys

When you distribute an e-newsletter, you can easily collect the
details of people who clicked through to your Web site. This gives
you valuable information about the popularity of your articles, as
well as information about the people who were interested enough in
your newsletter’s features to click through to the Web site to read
more. Also, you can use online surveys and real-time poll questions
that instantly display results for readers.
Print publications usually survey their readers by postcard or
telephone. Other methods, including utilizing individual phone
lines in calls-to-action to demonstrate return on investment, also
yield readership data useful in determining value.

From
the People

Who Know
To meet the demands of both
print and digital readers, many
corporations have chosen to offer
print and electronic versions of
their information.
The following are among the
leading publishing companies that
have decided to take both roads
instead of choosing one:

›› Fast Company—The
national business
magazine Fast Company
uses its Web site as
a complement to its
print publication and
e-newsletter. The
site includes a Web
portal—a forum for
peer to peer real-time
business networking,
collaboration, and
exchange of ideas.

›› Oprah —Besides the Oprah
magazine print edition, Oprah.
com offers numerous versioned
electronic periodicals.
›› True North —True North
publishes e-news with print
magazines for a variety of clients
nationwide. Our print and electronic
publications work together to steer
readers to hospitals’ Web sites so
readers can use all the information
and resources available there.

›› WebMD —WebMD
started WebMD
the magazine—a
bi-monthly print
magazine—in 2005
to supplement its
very well-known Web
site. The magazine
is distributed free to
patients in practicing
physicians’ waiting
rooms throughout the
United States.

• Delayed Access Versus Instant Access

While both e-newsletters and print publications direct readers
to the marketer’s Web site, links are incorporated onto the face
of an e-newsletter, which provides the consumer with easy access
to information. A consumer who engages in your newsletter by
clicking through to your Web site is far more likely to remember
seeing the newsletter than when it is simply read and deleted.
The Power of Packaging Print and E-mail:
The Cliff’s Notes Version

›› A quarterly print publication and a monthly
e-newsletter can work well together to achieve
frequency, depth, pass-along value, credibility,
and segmentation.
›› Both print and electronic publications can be
versioned to reach unique categories of your
audience.
›› A mixed media approach gives consumers and
prospects more ways to say yes—or to express
interest in—a brand or product.
›› E-mail can be designed to blend with a Web site
and print magazines.
Erich Gausch is the new media director for True North. Erich
has 25 years of experience in journalism, including advertising,
corporate communications, magazine publishing, and
nonprofits. He has served as the editor of MyHealthPublisher.
com since 2001 and is constantly working to keep his
fingers on the pulse of new media developments. You can
contact Erich Gausch at (800) 624-7496 or erich.gausch@
bluecanoedynamic.com.

The Pros on Print
In an age of interruptions, print publications can
engage readers. Numerous independent research
organizations have found that magazines are among
the most powerful marketing mediums.
See how magazines stack up against other types of
marketing tools:
›› Magazines are the most consistent performers
across the purchase funne—spanning brand
awareness, message association, favorability, and
purchase consideration—and play a key role in
driving Web traffic and research.
›› In a comparison of magazines, the Internet, and
television, magazine advertising was found to be the
most powerful medium to influence purchase intent.
›› An average reader spends 29 minutes with a custom
print publication.
›› Magazines are the least multi-tasked medium
compared to television, radio, newspapers, and the
Internet.
›› It is estimated that 90 percent of the time, readers
pay full and complete attention when reading
magazines.
While the media world has changed, print still plays
a vital role in achieving your marketing goal.
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AHA Updates
The latest healthcare news, trends, and industry
developments from the American Hospital Association (AHA)

S t u dy:
Four in 10 U.S. Adults Use CAMs

Study Projects Shortage of
Gastroenterologists

With complementary and alternative medicines (CAMs)
and practices on the rise, more and more adults have started
looking to holistic therapies for treatment.
A recent study by the National Center for
Complementary and Alternative Medicine found that an
estimated 38 percent of American adults use some from
of alternative medicine or practices that are not generally
accepted as conventional therapy. The study found that the
most common alternative therapies used by U.S. adults are
natural products (17.7 percent), deep breathing exercises
(12.7 percent), meditation (9.4 percent), chiropractic
manipulation (8.6 percent), massage (8.3 percent), and yoga
(6.1 percent).
This study shows that alternative therapies are becoming
a normal part of healthcare regimens for many Americans
and may be a topic of discussion between patients and
providers.

A new study by the Lewin Group has indicated that, given
rising trends in colon cancer screenings, the nation may
face a shortage of approximately 1,550 gastroenterologists
by the year 2020. The study reveals that the demand for
gastroenterologists is rising at nearly double the supply
available.
A shortage in these specialists could eventually affect the
nation’s ability to enforce national guidelines and standards
for colon cancer screenings. The study also estimates that if
130 gastroenterologists —one-third more than planned—are
trained each year beginning in 2011, the gap would be filled.
Currently, approximately 61 percent of the U.S. population
age 50 and older receives regular screenings for colon cancer,
which are primarily performed by gastroenterologists.

Growth in Healthcare Spending
Slowed in 2007
In 2007, the United States spent $2.2 trillion on
healthcare. That figure is 6.1 percent more than the
previous year, but is still the smallest increase since 1998,
according to a report by the Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services. The report largely attributed the slower
growth trend to retail prescription drug spending and the
administration of the Medicare program.
Spending for hospital care, however, rose to $696.5
billion in 2007 due in part to an 8.9 percent increase in
spending by Medicaid. Nearly half of the total growth of
hospital spending was attributed to price growth, brought
on by increased labor costs caused by a workforce shortage.
Furthermore, technology and pharmaceutical prices have
increased as members of the aging population turn to
hospitals for a large number of these services.
Excluding prescription drug sales, health services
continued to grow at the same rate—or faster—as they did
in 2006. Also, public spending on health services slowed in
2007 while spending in private sources accelerated.

Recession Expected to
Impact Hospital Fundraising
Nonprofit hospitals are expecting sharp cuts in construction
and equipment purchases during 2009, brought on by the
current economic recession, according to a recent survey.
The survey, conducted by the Association for Healthcare
Philanthropy, attributes these cuts to reduced donations
expected in 2009.
Across the United States and Canada, participants in the
survey forecast a 17 percent drop in charitable giving and a
12 percent drop in operating budgets. This survey, however,
indicates that even in difficult economic times, healthcare
institutions will not cut back on programs vital to community
health and the wellness of their citizens.

For more information on these or other news items from the
American Hospital Association, call (312) 422-3000 or visit
www.aha.org.
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Hop Into

Health & Happiness
T hi s Spri n g

Bring fresh celebrations of health and safety observations to your community this
spring. Encourage your hospital staff and community to get active with these ideas.

April
You t h Sports Sa fet y Mon t h

Spring recreational sports are in full swing during the
month of April. In addition, April is also Sports Eye
Safety Month. Give a combined observance seminar
to educate parents on the importance of sports safety
for the body and the eyes.

M el a nom a /Sk in Ca ncer Det ection a n d
Pr ev en tion Mon t h®

Skin cancer is the most common form cancer in the United States.
According to the Skin Cancer Foundation, one in five Americans
will develop skin cancer in the course of a lifetime. Host free skin
cancer screenings both at your hospital and in your community this
month and stress the importance of sunscreen use.

Nationa l H umor Mon t h

Hospitals are often serious places. Add some fun and
therapeutic laughter this month by having a “Joke of
the Day” posted in your hospital.

June
J u n e 1– 6, Nationa l H e a dach e Awa r en ess W eek

A “bad headache” can be a sign of a legitimate neurobiological
disease. Host a seminar to educate the community about migraine
pain and ways to get treatment.

May
Nationa l Bik e Mon t h

Sunshine and fresh air are the perfect combination
for a bike ride. Encourage your community to exercise
this month by offering a bicycle safety seminar or
classes. Education on how to buy the right helmet,
inspect your bike, learn bike hand signals, and traffic
safety will help ensure a safe ride throughout the year.
Nationa l A rt h r itis Awa r en ess Mon t h

Nationa l H er n i a Awa r en ess Mon t h
J u n e 27, Nationa l HIV T esting Day

Over the last two decades, more than 982,000 people have been
diagnosed with AIDS in the United States, according the Centers of
Disease Control and Prevention. Offer free HIV testing and hand
out brochures on treating HIV and ways to prevent it. For more
information about these or other national health observances,
visit shsmd.org/ordercalendar.

Your Source for National Health Observances
The Society for Healthcare Strategy and Market Development is proud to present the 2009 edition of the Calendar of
Health Observances and Recognition Days, which features dates and descriptions of more than 250 national health-related
observances—several of which are new this year.
Every listing in this one-of-a-kind calendar includes contact information for each observance’s sponsoring organization.
This must-have resource is the ideal tool to use for organizing and planning events for community and school education,
outreach programs, health fairs, and internal recognition programs.
To order your copy, call (312) 422.3888 or visit www.shsmd.org and click on “Resources” today.
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Want more

Insight, Ideas, and Case Studies
to help support your marketing strategy?
Sign up for the free, exclusive
CPR Insider e-newsletter.
Signing up is simple!
Just send your name, title, and organization to info@cprmagazine.com—
or contact Publisher Jason Skinner at jason.skinner@cprmagazine.com
or (800) 624-7496, ext. 136—and you can expect the upcoming edition to
arrive within a few weeks.

CPR MAGAZINE
IS SPONSORED BY

Sunshine Media is a leading publisher of local business-to-business trade
magazines throughout the United States and Canada. For 25 years, Sunshine
Media has been a leading publisher of locally focused, business-to-business
magazines covering some of the most important sectors of the U.S. economy.
Sunshine Printing is a digital state-of-the-art, 14,700-square-foot printing plant
located in Tucson, Arizona, producing work exclusively for Sunshine Media Group.
True North Custom Publishing is one of the most diverse custom publishers in
America, currently publishing more than 700 magazines and/or newsletters
throughout the United States annually.
Blue Canoe develops and manages digital marketing communication tools to
help CEOs, marketing communicators, and public relations specialists deepen
relationships with clients, prospects, communities, and special audiences. Blue
Canoe has been creating and maintaining online media for clients in industries
such as health care, banking, and education since 2001.

SUNSHINE MEDIA , SUNSHINE PRINTING , TRUE NORTH CUSTOM PUBLISHING , AND BLUE CANOE ARE SUNSHINE MEDIA GROUP COMPANIES .

